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Erasmus Center for Biomics 

 Service provider for the Erasmus MC 

 Proteomics 

 Not us 

 Genomics 

 DNA microarrays 

 Affymetrix 

 Home-made 

 RNAi libraries 

 Robotics 

 Next-Generation Sequencing 

 



 



Typical use case: Exome Variant Calling Pipeline 
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Haloplex exome technology 

1. Digest gDNA 

2. Haloplex probes 

hybridize to targets 

3. Capture, Ligate, PCR, 

QC 

4. Sequencing 

5. Analysis 

+ 

200 ng input 

8 pairs of restriction enzymes 

~ 2 million RE fragments 

36.6 Mbp ROI 

Capture 109 Mbp 



One issue: adapter trimming 

 Specialized tool 

 Seeded trimming 

 Partial matching 

 Minimum seed size: 2 

Adapter Adapter 

A A 

Missed by trimmer 



Different technology: Different analysis pipeline 
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Trim Incomplete Adapter trimming 
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GATK as a programming library 

 Walkers 

 ReadWalker and ReadPairWalker 

 Traverses reads 

 LocusWalker 

 Traverses loci 

 RodWalker 

 Traverses annotations 

 

 Additional classes 

 Codecs 

 VCF classes 



GATK is a map/reduce framework 

 initialize 

 Initialize the walker 

 map 

 Perform operations on individual data elements 

 reduce 

 Takes the results from map and performs operations on them 

 reduceInit 

 Initialize the reduce queue 

 onTraversalDone 

 Take the final reduceInit results 



Implementing a new walker 



Disclaimer 

 

 

 1 huge issue:  

Documentation 
 (or lack thereof) 

 

 

 Tutorial is basically reading the source code of certain walkers 

 (UnifiedGenotyper is a real challenge) 



Haloplex Adapter cleaner 

 Goal: 

 Remove trailing A’s when 

 A read and its pair are completely overlapping except for the last base 

Handy class to write SAM files out of order 



Map logic 

 

If the read is not truncated? 

And the read and mate or on the same chromosome? 

And the reads fit the rest of our logic? 

Trim a base from the read 

Always add the read to the output BAM file 



How to run it? 

 I am not an Java expert  

 (very little/no documentation) 

 Make a standard *.jar file 

 

 

 

 

 Include the file in the classpath 

 > java –classpath myfile.jar:/GenomeAnalysisTKLite.jar \ 

org.broadinstitute.sting.gatk.CommandLineGATK \ 

-T MyWalkerName \ 

<other options > 



My positive experiences so far 

 New tools in very little time 

 Little bother with in- and output 

 Lots of decent code generation 

 

 Codecs 

 Excellent VCF library  

 Input formats well supported 

 Additional annotations available 

 

 Solid example code on the basic walkers 

 Example genotyper from their paper is very good 

 

 

 

 

 

 



My negative experiences so far 

 Only the use of walkers is described 

 Supporting classes hardly documented 

 How to use: 

 VCF writers? 

 ROD annotations? 

 

 Extreme learning curve past “hello world” 

 Missing a high level overview 

 The basic unit is a walker, but what next? 

 UnifiedGenotyper is (for me) almost impossible to follow 

 



Conclusions 

 

 Good frame-work for 

 Processing BAM files 

 Writing per locus variant callers  

 

 Is learning the internals of the GATK worth the effort? 

YES, but 

 Only for development purposes 

 It will take a significant time investment 
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